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“Eugene is a relatable character that I know my students will 
love getting to know more. We can’t wait to read about his 
future adventures.” - Jessie Eyre, teacher 

Eugene’s cousins are coming for Christmas! But will they like 
his new home? And how will they react when it turns out they aren’t the only special visitors who will 
arrive on the island for Christmas day? 
 
Eugene’s Island is an early junior fiction series where readers can experience with Eugene the problems, 
pitfalls and potential that lie in island life. Illustrated chapter books, Eugene’s Island appeals to 
independent readers 5 - 7 years old as they begin to read chapter books, while still suitable for reading 
aloud to younger children or for classroom use. Similar in size and market to series Billy B Brown, Hey 
Jack!, and Ella and Olivia, Eugene’s Island is unique in offering a New Zealand setting and a gentle 
introduction to environmental concerns, all within simple, enjoyable tales.  
 
Also Available! Book 1, The Birthday Solution (978-0-473-58247-0) | Book 3, The Pet Problem (978-0-
473-60905-4) | Book 4, The Art Project (ISBN: 978-0-473-60907-8) 
 
About the Author: Elizabeth (Libby) Kirkby-McLeod’s poetry and writing have appeared in a range of 
New Zealand journals, online publications, and in the public art installation, In Our Words in downtown 
Auckland.  She has a children’s book World Folk Tales (2021 with Gilt Edge Publishing), edited the short 
story collection, Lit: stories from home (2021, OneTree House), and a poetry collection Family 
Instructions Upon Release (2019, The Cuba Press). It’s first print-run quickly sold out and the collection 
has been praised by reviewers in The New Zealand Herald and Radio New Zealand National. Elizabeth is 
an active member of the NZSA and produces the NZSA Oral History Podcast 
series. 


